Dear IFMSA-Jo Members,

The upcoming issue of the IFMSA-Jo magazine will be feature “Antimicrobial Resistance” as the issue Theme. How our most effective weapons are becoming useless and obsolete against Humanity’s oldest enemies.

**Recommended topics are:**

- History of medication against infection
- How did we get to this point?
- What are consequences of antimicrobial resistance?
- What does the future hold?
- Are there any alternatives to antibiotics we could use in the future?
- The Scientific understanding behind resistance

However, feel free to write about anything else that comes up to your mind that is related to the theme.

Please note that we do accept submissions outside the main theme and will be featured in a special section in the magazine.

We look forward to reading your ideas!

**If you are interested in having your article published, then please follow the guidelines below:**

- Your article can be in Arabic or English.
- Make sure your facts are backed up from a reliable source, but please don’t plagiarize! (Don’t copy & paste).
- Keep in mind that the magazine will be read by people who are not in the medical field, so try to make it as understandable as possible and not too complicated!
- A well-structured article (in terms of spelling and grammar) is more likely to be accepted.
- Try to include photos with your article! (Please attach them in high resolution and don’t insert them into the document).
- Your article can be 1 page long (450 words maximum) or 2 pages long (950 words maximum)
- You should send your article in Word format and not PDF.
- The deadline for submitting articles is Sunday February 17th, 2019.

**Email your article along with the following information to:** cprddd@ifmsa-jo.org

1. Name.
2. Email.
3. Phone number.
4. Local Committee (LC), position, and year of study.
5. A high quality picture to be included in the article, it should not be copyrighted. *not mandatory.
6. High resolution picture of yourself that will be shown at the top of your article.
7. References (if applicable).

Acceptance Criteria: Please keep in mind that sending an article doesn’t guarantee that it will be published. Articles will be chosen based on:

• Topic and its relevance to the theme.
• Organization and structure of the article.
• Information.
• Proficient use of language.

Submission Agreement:

- Your submission will be screened to ensure that it meets minimum inclusion criteria. If it does, it may be reviewed by editors revising content to enhance its relevance, consistency, usability or to conform with IFMSA-Jo Publications standards; you may be contacted by the editors to ensure that your article is consistent with our standards.

- If your submission has more than one author, names of all co-authors will be featured in the magazine. However, only the headshots of the first two authors will be featured in the magazine due to space and layout limitations. Please take that into consideration and list authors in the order you’d like them to be featured in;

- IFMSA-Jo will not be held liable for any breach of copyright laws and the sender will be held responsible. When you submit any text or pictures, we will assume that you are the author and sole owner of the submitted material and that we have permission to use the attached pictures. We will also assume that you are giving IFMSA-Jo’s Publications Support Division permission to use them for the purpose of publication and representation toward external partners.
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